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The Birds The Bees And
Beekeeper and founder of Manunui Honey Blake Cole is also an ardent conservationist who monitors kiwi, and traps and eradicates pests. Blake tells Susie Ferguson profits from Manunui Honey are ...
Birds and the bees: Manunui Honey
Sipping a coffee on your way to work is a ritual most people take for granted without thinking about how the delicious coffee beans reached their cup. You probably know it comes from tropical ...
How the Birds and the Bees Help Coffee Plants
I’m worried that the wren in my backyard may not have game. And by “game” I mean “the smooth moves that would enable this bird to successfully woo a lady bird.” Hope may be the thing ...
The birds and the bees can be tough for some birds
Temperature affects nearly every part of an animal’s day-to-day existence. Biologists have, for good reason, spent a huge amount of time trying to understand how animals can survive in the climates in ...
Washington University in St. Louis: The birds and the bees — and the temperature gauge
Dead bees are not a pleasant sight ... clever clown’s beak of a puffin" — the birds lose them when they move away to cross the ocean at the end of August — and wondered how many times ...
Country Matters: The birds and the bees need your help to beat heat
TIMING is everything, and with the approach of the summer holidays it's time to address the birds and the bees. Several students will proceed on summer break and spend numerous hours in the ...
Time for the birds and bees talk
Researchers out of Dartmouth College found that 50 percent of urban gardens in California counties have rare plants—and, in turn, they attract unique species of pollinators.
Want to Attract Special Birds and Bees to Your Garden? Add Rare Plants to Your Backyard, a New Study Says
Urban gardens can be hotspots for biodiversity in cities, but little is known about what drives the biodiversity of species existing at the smallest frequencies, or rare biodiversity. Rare plant ...
Rare plants attract rare bees and birds in urban gardens
Christine shared a snap of herself on the trip and made a pun about the "birds and bees". She wrote: “Well that was Tree-mendous. We stayed amongst the trees, with the birds and the bees.” ...
Christine McGuinness makes ‘birds and bees’ pun as she ‘finally’ enjoys holiday with Paddy
Speaker Nancy Pelosi asked during a House debate on a bill codifying the right to contraception on Thursday: “Do we need a session on the birds and the bees?” The House later voted to advance the ...
Speaker Pelosi during debate on bill codifying contraception: “Do we need a session of the birds and the bees?”
Along with plants, the researchers sampled bees and birds in the area. Using this data, they devised a model that showed a correlation between gardener demographics, the rare plants grown by the ...
Rare birds and bees flock to gardens with rare plants
Apart from their well-documented role in massive losses of bees, butterflies and other pollinators, neonics have been linked to dramatic declines in bird species , birth defects in wildlife and the ...
Opinion: California Senate should protect bees, birds and people
And though there may be more invasive plants in the park, the rusty-patched bumblebee is a generalist accustomed to visiting hundreds of plant species. The rapid decline is thought to be due to a ...
Want to 'save the bees'? Skip the honeybee hives and grow native plants
Here are four easy actions you can take to help birds, bees and other wildlife survive high temperatures. Dehydration is a significant risk for wildlife during hotter weather. One way you can help is ...
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